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1. This album was conceived after the master tapes to the album Cigarettes and Valentines were
stolen. A letter reading "I got a rock and roll girlfriend" is described in a multi-part song at the end
of  this album. A teenager described in this albumis called the "son of  rage and love" and can't
fully remember a figure he only calls (*) "Whatsername." A "redneck agenda" is decried in the title song
of  this album, which inspired a musical centered on the "Jesus of  Suburbia." "Boulevard of  Broken Dreams"
appears on, for 10 points, what 2004 album by Green Day?
ANSWER: American Idiot <Nelson>

2. In 1958, Donald Duck became the first non-human to appear in this TV role, which was
originated by Douglas Fairbanks and William C. DeMille. James Franco appeared in drag while
serving in this role, which went unfilled in 2019 after (*) Kevin Hart backed out. The most-retweeted
tweet ever was initiated by a woman occupying this role, which was done nine other times by Billy Crystal.
While holding this role in 2017, Jimmy Kimmel shouted "Warren, what did you do?!" upon the discovery of
an envelope mix-up. For 10 points, name this role whose holder cracks jokes between film awards.
ANSWER: hosting the Oscars [accept similar answers describing being the host of  the Academy Awards;
prompt on less specific answers like award show host or TV show host] <Nelson>

3. As of  December 2019, players of  this game can nowmake Dinosaur Mayonnaise thanks to its
far-reaching 1.4 version update, nicknamed the "Everything Update." Every single NPC in this
game hates being given the Mermaid's Pendant at the Festival of  the Winter Star because it's only
meant to be used for this game's (*) marriage proposals. The mustachioed doctor Harvey, the carpenter
Robin, and the alcoholic JojaMart clerk Shane all work in this game's central city, Pelican Town. For 10
points, name this cute Harvest Moon-inspired farming simulator.
ANSWER: Stardew Valley <Vopava>

4. Lou Criger was a long-time battery-mate of  thisbaseball player. When Rube Waddell used a
recent one-hitter to taunt this player, this man threw a perfect game against his team three days
later, part of  a run of  25 ⅓ consecutive hitless innings.This long-time member of  the Cleveland
Spiders later threw the first pitch in (*) World Series history as a member of  the Boston Americans.
Roger Clemens is a seven-time recipient of  an awardnamed for this man. MLB's all-time leader in both
losses and wins is, for 10 points, what player who now names the award given to baseball's best pitchers?
ANSWER: Cy Young [or Denton True Young] <Nelson>

5. A Brazilian former child star with this first name is the subject of  Netflix's first
Portuguese-language comedy series. In a play on a fictional detective's name, Poppy Montgomery
plays a woman with this name in Without a Trace. Carly's best friend on iCarly also has this first
name, which is held by a sitcom character who can cast (*) spells by twitching her nose. The longest
tenured Daily Show correspondent was a woman with this name, who left to host a similar show on TBS.
The protagonist of Bewitched had, for 10 points, what name of  the host ofFull Frontal?
ANSWER: Samantha [or Sam; accept Samantha Velasquez or Samantha Spade or Samantha Puckett or
Samantha Stephens or Samantha Bee or any of  the previousanswers with Sam in place of  "Samantha"]
<Nelson>
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6. A 2019 version of  Fatboy Slim's "Right Here, RightNow" features vocals from this person, who
is also featured on a 5-minute instrumental song by The 1975. A song by this singer's mother titled
"La Voix" (lah VWAH) was featured in the Eurovision Song Contest. A viral song titled "How Dare
You" features vocals from this figure, which prompted her to tweet (*) she would now make death
metal instead of  her current efforts. This non-musicianwas hailed as a "populist nightmare" by her
countryman, Björn Ulvaeus (ull-VAY-us) from ABBA. For 10 points, name this Swedish climate activist.
ANSWER: Greta (Tintin Eleonora Ernman) Thunberg <Nelson>

7. Team and position required. In 2017, this position was briefly held by Kevin Hogan, who set an
unimpressive record with a 28-yard touchdown run. In 2000 the current Eagles coach spent half  a
season holding this position. Four players held this role in 2008, including Bruce Gradkowski and
Ken Dorsey. In a viral image, a custom jersey names (*) 20 different holders of  this position, beginning
with Tim Couch. Derek Anderson made a Pro Bowl in this role, for which Johnny Manziel was initially
drafted. Baker Mayfield now holds, for 10 points, what oft-changing position for an Ohio NFL team?
ANSWER: (starting) quarterback for the Cleveland Browns [accept either the city or team name as long
as quarterback is also given] <Andert>

8. This phrase titles a 2019 rap song by Jedwill that claims "I'm tryna pay my bills but I'm all on the
waitlist." A TikTok video that claimed an entire group of  people suffered from Peter Pan syndrome
gave rise to the use of  this phrase. Chlöe Swarbrick,a 25-year-old member of  New Zealand's
parliament, (*) dismissed a colleague's interruption during a speech about climate change using this phrase,
which has been dismissed by some detractors as ageist. For 10 points, give this phrase that has come to be
used by millenials to deride antiquated ideas.
ANSWER: "OK boomer" <Andert>

9. A short-lived NBC series set in this state depicted vampires and other creatures in the town of
Midnight. A small town in this state is destroyed after a super-powered figure attempts to summon
God in the TV series Preacher. A fall 2019 series set in this state stars Rob Lowe as a (*) firefighter
and is a spinoff  of  a similarly titled Fox series.A 1990 non-fiction book inspired a film and TV series set in
this state in which the talented "Smash" Williams is coached by Eric Taylor. Friday Night Lights was set in, for
10 points, what state home to the series 9-1-1 Lone Star?
ANSWER: Texas [accept Midnight, Texas] <Nelson>

10. The title character of  this film tells his companionto express gut instincts via the phrase "feel it
in your jellies." The protagonist of  this film worksas an insurance agent, which is mocked first by
his friend Jack, then by Hideo Yoshida (hee-DAY-oh yoh-SHEE-dah). Diplo cameos in this movie as an
EDM DJ at the (*) Roundhouse, a secret club where a riot ensues after Sebastian's hidden vials are
crushed, releasing Serum R into the air. Tim Goodman investigates his father's death in Ryme City in, for 10
points, what 2019 film whose title sleuth is voiced by Ryan Reynolds?
ANSWER: (Pokémon) Detective Pikachu <Vopava>
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11. After leaving his job as a detective, Roland takes up this profession on The Wire. Scott Cohen
played Max Medina, a man with this job who dates Lorelai on Gilmore Girls. On another series, a
person with this job disturbingly plants drugs amongst Finn Hudson's possessions to get him to
join the New Directions. The title character of  theshow Welcome Back (*) Kotter had this profession.
After being diagnosed with lung cancer, a man with this job develops a blue-colored variety of  a potent
drug. For 10 points, Walter White held what job before making meth on Breaking Bad?
ANSWER: teachers [accept instructors or other equivalents; accept more specific answers (like science
teacher) as long as they give the word teacher or similar] <Rao-Pothuraju>

12. Due to his love of  golf, this singer caddied forRory McIlroy in 2015 and co-founded the athlete
management company Modest Golf  in 2016. In a 2019single, this singer offers a French phrase
meaning "I love the sea" to explain his promise "I'm gonna take you somewhere warm." This
singer dated Hailee Steinfeld after she opened for his tour promoting his 2018 debut solo album (*)
Flicker, whose lead single likens the title body parts to "sweat drippin' down our dirty laundry." "Nice to
Meet Ya" and "Slow Hands" are by, for 10 points, what blond former member of  One Direction?
ANSWER: Niall (James) Horan ("nile" HOR-in) [prompt on "Niall"]\ <Vopava>

13. To honor a man who coached them for over two decades, this NBA team retired the number
1,223. This team has uniquely used the same "City Edition" jersey in each of  the last three seasons;
that jersey is designed to resemble a sunrise. Hall of  Famers who played with this team include the
NBA's second-highest scorer of  all time as well asthe all-time leader in both (*) assists and steals.
John Stockton and Karl Malone were stars for this team, which kept its name after moving to its current
home from New Orleans. For 10 points, name this team based in Salt Lake City.
ANSWER: Utah Jazz [accept either] <Nelson>

14. In 2013, two Israeli soldiers were imprisoned after being depicted taking this action around a
cannon. A sample of  Plastic Little's song "MillerTime" contains an instruction to take this action.
While wielding a lightsaber, FCC Chairman (*) Ajit Pai awkwardly claimed you could still take this
action without net neutrality. Depictions of  this action typically begin with a single person before being
joined by a much larger group. A namesake EDM song by Baauer generally accompanies, for 10 points,
what meme-worthy dance named for a Manhattan neighborhood?
ANSWER: (doing the) Harlem Shake <Andert>

15. In this film, Lydia visits a farm where she discovers her neighbor's corpse, which is missing its
eyes. One of  this film's most tense scenes plays outwhile its protagonist quietly smokes a cigarette
near a jungle gym. A distraught mother in this film shouts "I think you're evil!" at a newcomer who
tried to take refuge in a glass (*) telephone booth. This was the debut film of  Tippi ("Tippy") Hedren,
whose character is wounded early on by a swooping gull. For 10 points, name this Alfred Hitchcock thriller
about unexplained attacks by avians.
ANSWER: The Birds <Vopava>
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16. This character masqueraded as a fictitious twin named Mike after his identity was exposed. The
2010 storyline Shadowland centers on this character, whose popularity was bolstered in the early
1980s with stories by 300 author Frank Miller. For refusing to throw a match, the Mafia killed this
hero's father, the prizefighter (*) Battlin' Jack. Bullseye is a rival of  this hero, who graduated from
Columbia Law School. "The Man Without Fear" is, for 10 points, what frequent ally of  Elektra who protects
Hell's Kitchen in a red, horned suit despite being blind?
ANSWER: Daredevil [or Matt(hew) Murdock; accept any underlined portion] <Vopava>

17. This is the first word in the title of  a 2017film about Paul, Sarah, and Travis, a family sheltering
deep in the woods from an unexplained pandemic. In another movie whose title begins with this
word, Jay is drugged by her date and wakes up bound to a wheelchair, at which point Hugh
explains the nature of  a figure (*)slowly and constantly approaching them. In a 2019 sequel to a movie
whose title is this word, Bill Hader and James McAvoy play the grown-up Richie Tozier and Bill Denbrough.
For 10 points, what pronoun names a horror film featuring the demonic clown Pennywise?
ANSWER: it [accept It Comes at Night or It Follows or It or It: Chapter Two] <Vopava>

18. A standalone episode of  this TV series depictsits title character being pursued by Lily, a young
girl described as a "feral mongoose." In this show's second season finale, the Bolivian drug lord
Cristobal is reunited with NoHo (*) Hank, an exceedingly cheery mob leader opposed to violence. This
show's title character twice says "starting now" to indicate his giving up on a life of  crime, includingonce
after killing the lover of  Gene Cousineau, an actingcoach played by Henry Winkler. Bill Hader (HAY-der)
stars in, for 10 points, what HBO series about a former hitman?
ANSWER: Barry <Nelson>

19. One song by this rapper boasts "I'm goin for all that I can get, kickin at the top" and
popularized a simple, four-part hand gesture. In Kanye's song "So Appalled," Jay-Z raps "Unlike
[this man], $30 million can't hurt me," a reference to this rapper's highly publicized (*) bankruptcy.
This rapper's biggest hit samples the bassline from Rick James' "Super Freak" and followed the line "Stop!"
with a claim that it was this man's "time." Baggy pants were iconically worn by, for 10 points, what 1990s
"MC" behind the songs "2 Legit 2 Quit" and "U Can't Touch This"?
ANSWER: MC Hammer [or Stanley Kirk Burrell] <Golden>

20. This city's Mosswood Park basketball courts were an early home of  NBA legends Jason Kidd
and Bill Russell. Until 1976, an NHL team named the Seals played in this city. An MLB team in
this city has a stadium with the most foul territory in the league since, until 2020, it was the only
such stadium shared with an (*) NFL team. That city's American League team won the 1989 World
Series, which was played against a nearby rival and was delayed by an earthquake. Until 2019, the Golden
State Warriors played in, for 10 points, what city across the Bay Bridge from San Francisco?
ANSWER: Oakland, California <Nelson>
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1. During this TV event, many fans hoped that Ray Palmer, a hero played by Brandon Routh (rhymes with
"south"), would interact with an alternate-universe Superman, also played by Brandon Routh. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this 2019 crossover event, the sixth to link the storylines of  all the CW's superhero series.
ANSWER: "Crisis on Infinite Earths"
[10] Another version of  Superman in the "Crisis onInfinite Earths" event is the version Tom Welling played
on this 2001 to 2011 series, which depicted a teenaged Clark Kent.
ANSWER: Smallville
[10] "Crisis on Infinite Earths" coincides with the final season of  this CW show, which lends its name to the
CW's shared superhero universe.
ANSWER: Arrow [accept Arrowverse] <Vopava>

2. For 10 points each, answer the following about notable college basketball upsets:
[10] Florida Gulf  Coast University, who became the first 15 seed to advance to the Sweet Sixteen in 2013,
gained the nickname "Dunk City" due to the frequency with which they engaged in this cool type of  assisted
dunk.
ANSWER: alley oops [prompt on partial answers]
[10] In 2018, the University of  Maryland BaltimoreCounty Retrievers became the first 16 seed to defeat a
number 1 seed by beating this college, who would redeem themselves by winning a title the following year.
ANSWER: University of Virginia [or UVA; prompt on Cavaliers]
[10] In 2006, this school based in Fairfax, Virginia became the second 11 seed to reach the Final Four. Its
namesake authored the Virginia Declaration of  Rights.
ANSWER: George Mason University <Andert>

3. In 2016, Letterboxd user jas ("jazz") published a list of  Rachel McAdams movies in which "She Provides
Emotional Support to a White Man who Can Time Travel." For 10 points each:
[10] One such film is this 2011 Woody Allen film about a tourist who can inexplicably travel through time
and meet F. Scott Fitzgerald, Salvador Dali, and other Lost Generation figures.
ANSWER: Midnight in Paris
[10] The list also includes 2013's About Time, in which the time traveler is played by this lanky ginger actor.
He played the protagonist Caleb in Ex Machina (MAH-kee-nah).
ANSWER: Domhnall (DON-ull) Gleeson
[10] In 2019 the list was updated to include this MCU film about an egotistical surgeon who learns
time-bending sorcery from the Ancient One.
ANSWER: Doctor Strange <Vopava>
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4. As a songwriter, this man is responsible for lyrical crimes like "mix your milk with my cocoa puff  / Milky
milky cocoa puff" and "Whatcha gonna do with all that junk, / All that junk inside your trunk?" For 10
points each:
[10] Name this performer and producer who rapped the bridge on that 2005 song, "My Humps."
ANSWER: will.i.am ("Will I Am") [or William Adams]
[10] will.i.am is the frontman of  this hip hop group behind "Don't Phunk with My Heart" and "Boom
Boom Pow." Fergie left this group in 2018.
ANSWER: The Black Eyed Peas
[10] The Black Eyed Peas' last #1 hit was this repetitive 2009 single whose two-word title is uttered 108
times over its four-minute length.
ANSWER: Imma Be ("I'm-uh-bee") <Vopava>

5. For 10 points each, answer the following about Broadway actor Okieriete Onaodowan (OCK-air-YET-ay
oh-NOW-doh-wahn), who is also just known as "Oak":
[10] In 2012, he starred as Apollo Creed in a stage musical based on this 1976 film about a small-time boxer
nicknamed "the Italian Stallion."
ANSWER: Rocky
[10] Oak replaced Josh Groban as the second title character of Natasha, Pierre & The Great Comet of 1812, a
musical adaptation of  a small portion of  this 1869novel.
ANSWER: War and Peace
[10] In Hamilton, Oak originated the dual role of James Madison and this other character, who claims "I need
no introduction" in the song "History Has Its Eyes On You."
ANSWER: Hercules Mulligan [accept either] <Nelson>

6. This actor's emotional style and strong resemblance to Vincent Van Gogh were used to great effect in the
1956 biopic Lust for Life. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this classic movie star who died at the age of  103 in February 2020. His son Michael is also
something of  a Hollywood icon.
ANSWER: Kirk Douglas [accept Issur Danielovitch; prompt on Douglas]
[10] Kirk Douglas starred in two Stanley Kubrick films: 1957's Paths of  Gloryand this 1960 epic, in which he
played the title historical rebel.
ANSWER: Spartacus
[10] In 1954 Douglas starred in Disney's 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, which many regard as a progenitor of
this sci-fi subgenre typified by Victorian technology and aesthetics, such as heavy use of  glass, brass, and
clockwork.
ANSWER: steampunk <Vopava>
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7. The first season of  this show ended with the song"Alone Again Or" by Love playing as two characters
walk through a parade in different timelines. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this show starring Natasha Lyonne (lee-"OWN") as Nadia, a woman who, like the characters in that
bonus from a few rounds ago, is stuck in a time loop.
ANSWER: Russian Doll
[10] Lyonne was nominated for an Emmy for her portrayal of  Nicky Nichols on this other Netflix series
centering on Piper Chapman's stay in a women's prison.
ANSWER: Orange is the New Black [prompt on OITNB]
[10] In real life, Lyonne is the partner of  this actor,who co-starred with Carrie Brownstein in the quirky
sketch comedy series Portlandia.
ANSWER: Fred Armisen [or Fereydun Robert Armisen] <Golden>

8. The speed of  this test increases with each triplebleep. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this endurance test commonly administered to high school students who have to run back and
forth across a gym floor at progressively shorter and shorter intervals.
ANSWER: FitnessGram Pacer Test
[10] In equestrian events, the "pace" at which a horse moves is also known by this four-letter word, whose
categories include "trot" and "canter."
ANSWER: gait
[10] In the 2019 offseason, the Indiana Pacers acquired this combo guard in a sign-and-trade deal with the
Milwaukee Bucks. This Virginia alum became the first player since Stephen (STEFF-en) Curry to make the
50-40-90 club in 2019.
ANSWER: Malcolm (Moses Adams) Brogdon <Andert>

9. In 2017 this author became the lead writer in Marvel's revamp of  theirRunaways comic storyline. For 10
points each:
[10] A teenager hides her abusive home life from her only friend, a sensitive Korean boy, in what American
author's young adult novel Eleanor & Park?
ANSWER: Rainbow Rowell
[10] Rowell followed up Eleanor & Park with this acclaimed 2013 novel about Cath, a socially-anxious
teenager obsessed with writing.
ANSWER: Fangirl
[10] Rowell created the first drafts of  bothFangirl and Eleanor & Park as part of  this annual literaryevent
often called by its shortened name, NaNoWriMo ("nano"-REE-moh).
ANSWER: National Novel Writing Month <Vopava>
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10. The otherwise unremarkable animated film Ballerina includes a character voiced by this singer, and also
features her song "Cut to the Feeling." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this pop singer, who followed her appearance in the film with her 2019 album Dedicated.
ANSWER: Carly Rae Jepsen
[10] Carly Rae Jepsen first came into the public eye in 2007 when she finished in third place on this
competition TV series in her home country.
ANSWER: Canadian Idol [do not accept or prompt on "American Idol"]
[10] Five years after appearing on Canadian Idol, Jepsen achieved a worldwide smash hit with this song,
whose chorus notes "I just met you, and this is crazy."
ANSWER: "Call Me Maybe" <Nelson>

11. Chelsea Peretti played a dwarf  named Deepak Chopraon one series depicting this activity. For 10 points
each:
[10] The VRV ("verve") series HarmonQuest animates the escapades of  Dan Harmon and his friends as they
play what popular tabletop RPG?
ANSWER: Dungeons & Dragons [or D&D]
[10] Prolific voice actor Matthew Mercer is the Dungeon Master on this D&D-playing series that originally
began on Twitch. Its name is a pun on a frequent result of  getting a 20 on a d20.
ANSWER: Critical Role
[10] Though it often bends or fancifully ignores the rules of  D&D, this podcast centers on Merle, Magnus,
and Taako ("Taco"), characters played by the McElroy (MACK-il-roy) Brothers and their disarmingly
enthusiastic father Clint.
ANSWER: The Adventure Zone <Vopava>

12. For 10 points each, answer the following about films that dramatized real U.S. Supreme Court cases:
[10] The 2018 film On the Basis of  Sexdepicts the early cases of  this woman, the second female Supreme
Court justice. Her supporters sometimes call her the "Notorious RBG."
ANSWER: Ruth Bader Ginsburg [or Joan Ruth Bader]
[10] Anthony Hopkins played John Quincy Adams in a 1997 film about this slave ship, whose captives
revolted and sued for their freedom in an 1841 case.
ANSWER: La Amistad (lah AH-mih-stahd)
[10] Ruth Negga (NEE-gah) earned universal praise for her performance in this 2016 film about a 1967 case
over interracial marriage. Its title is the last name of  the plaintiffs in the case.
ANSWER: Loving <Nelson>
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13. For 10 points each, name these musicians that have frequently been identified as "sad bois":
[10] This non-binary British singer of  "Stay WithMe" and "Too Good at Goodbyes" claimed that even
when they are in love, their music will always be sad.
ANSWER: Sam Smith [or Samuel Frederick Smith]
[10] Before his death from a drug overdose in 2017, this rapper was deemed "the future of  emo" for his
sadness-fueled tracks like "Awful Things" and "The Brightside."
ANSWER: Lil Peep [or Gustav Elijah Åhr]
[10] This electronic producer behind the albums Overgrown and The Colour in Everything derided the term "sad
boy" after his music was described as such by Pitchfork.
ANSWER: James Blake [or James Blake Litherland] <Nelson>

14. This plant is both the state fruit and vegetable of  Arkansas. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this foodstuff. A condiment made from this food was nearly classified as a vegetable in school
lunches during the Reagan administration.
ANSWER: tomatoes [prompt on ketchup]
[10] In 2011, this senator and presidential candidate argued that pizza was a vegetable because it contained
tomato paste. This alleged stapler-thrower has also raised $17,000 in campaign contributions from her
ex-boyfriends.
ANSWER: Amy (Jean) Klobuchar
[10] This American food conglomerate, who owns the Hunt's brand of  tomato products, has lobbied against
classifying tomato paste as a vegetable.
ANSWER: Conagra Brands, Inc. <Andert>

15. Forrest Gump wore this number while returning kicks for the University of  Alabama. For 10 points
each:
[10] Identify this number containing two of  the samedigit, which was also worn by the fullbacks Tom
Rathman and Kyle Juszczyk (yooss-chek).
ANSWER: 44
[10] Both Rathman and Juszczyk played fullback for this football team, where they caught passes from Joe
Montana and Jimmy Garoppolo, respectively.
ANSWER: San Francisco 49ers [accept either]
[10] Upon joining the league, Brian Bosworth sued the NFL in order to wear the number 44, which was not
allowed for players at this position. Numbers in the 40s, 50s, and 90s are currently allowed for this position,
though ones in the 50s are the most common.
ANSWER: linebackers <Andert>
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16. Carmen Electra, Rosie Perez, and Nick Cannon all got noticed while appearing as dancers on this show.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this TV show created by Don Cornelius in 1971 as a showcase for R&B, pop, and hip-hop acts.
ANSWER: Soul Train
[10] Though Cornelius hated the comparison, critics often called Soul Train a black version of American
Bandstand, an ABC program hosted for 33 years by this man. He's the namesake and former host of  ABC's
annual New Year's Rockin' Eve telecast.
ANSWER: Dick Clark [or Richard Wagstaff Clark]
[10] Soul Train's influence on black culture was chronicled in a 2013 book by this drummer, who now
performs on The Tonight Show.
ANSWER: Questlove [or Ahmir Khalib Thompson] <Vopava>

17. After this band refused to play on its 1973 tour, their manager hired a different band to pretend to be
them, a ruse that fell apart within days. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this band, whose classic album Rumours features the songs "Go Your Own Way" and "Don't
Stop." Its somewhat tumultuous lineup has featured Stevie Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham.
ANSWER: Fleetwood Mac
[10] After Lindsey Buckingham was fired from Fleetwood Mac in 2018, he was replaced by Mike Campbell,
the guitarist of  this group that disbanded after theirnamesake frontman's death. Their early hits include
"American Girl" and "Refugee."
ANSWER: Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers [prompt on (Tom) Petty]
[10] This song from Rumours, which was pieced together from previously unused songs, laments "run in the
shadow, damn your love, damn your lies."
ANSWER: The Chain <Nelson>

18. Several baseball players have signed "deferred-money contracts" that will pay them long after their
retirements. For 10 points each:
[10] Manny Ramírez is scheduled to receive payments from this team until 2026. Ramírez was named World
Series MVP in 2004 when this team won its first title in 86 years.
ANSWER: Boston Red Sox [accept either; prompt on Sox]
[10] The Nationals signed this former Tiger to a deal that will pay him 15 million dollars a year until 2028.
He started Games 1 and 7 of  the 2019 World Series and, less impressively, once broke his nose while
practicing bunting.
ANSWER: Max Scherzer
[10] Despite not having played since 2001, Bobby Bonilla (bo-NEE-ya) will be paid by the Mets until 2035 and
from this non-New York team until 2028. Bonilla helped lead them to the 1996 ALCS alongside Mike
Mussina and David Wells.
ANSWER: Baltimore Orioles [accept either] <Andert>
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19. In his first appearance, this character was not a gun-toting, superhuman action star, but a troubled drifter
whose abuse by small-town cops triggered awful war flashbacks. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this bandana-clad Vietnam vet played by Sylvester Stallone in action films of  the 1980s.
ANSWER: John (James) Rambo
[10] The first movie in the Rambo franchise was not Rambo, but this movie, whose 1985 sequel was just called
Rambo.
ANSWER: First Blood
[10] The franchise's much-delayed 2019 film, appropriately titled Rambo: Last Blood, depicts Rambo's travels
to this country to save his adopted daughter. The 2019 film Miss Bala was also set in this country.
ANSWER: Mexico [or United Mexican States] <Vopava>

20. The 2018 Legacy version of  this board game begins in 1666, when the discovery of  a chalice at the
Hanging Tree prompts a witch hunt. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this board game whose players can trigger a series of  wildly different "haunts" while exploringa
creepy mansion.
ANSWER: Betrayal at House on the Hill [accept Betrayal Legacy]
[10] The Betrayal expansion Widow's Walk featured contributions from Max Temkin, a co-creator of  this
popular party game whose black and white cards feature off-color humor printed in the Helvetica font.
ANSWER: Cards Against Humanity
[10] Avalon Hill, Betrayal's publisher, is one of countless companies owned by this board game giant, which
also controls Wizards of  the Coast, Milton Bradley, and Parker Brothers.
ANSWER: Hasbro (Inc.) <Vopava>


